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Gasoline demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Gasoline demand share 
Jet-fuel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Jet-fuel demand share 
Kerosene demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Kerosene demand share 
Diesel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Diesel demand share 
Fuel oil demand=  Total fossil energy demand *Fuel oil demand share 
Natural gas demand =Total fossil energy demand * Natural gas demand share 
Renewable energy demand= Total fossil energy demand * Renewable energy demand share 
Total fossil energy demand = Energy demand in Transportation – Power demand  

 

k. Fossil energy demand ratio 
Coal demand ratio is exogenous. 
LPG demand ratio is exogenous  
Gasoline demand ratio is exogenous  
Jet-fuel d demand ratio is exogenous  
Kerosene demand ratio is exogenous 
Diesel demand ratio is exogenous  
Fuel oil demand ratio is exogenous  
Natural gas demand ratio is exogenous 
Renewable energy demand ratio is exogenous 
 

(7) Power demand forecasting in Commercial & Services sector 
 

Table 2-4-9 Power demand forecasting in Commercial sector in Model sheet  
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a. Energy conservation rate  
Energy conservation rate  
   GR of fuel oil price >0  

= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 
*(1+ Elasticity of energy price * GR of fuel oil price) 

   GR of fuel oil price < 0  
= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 

*(1+ Elasticity of energy price /2 * GR of fuel oil price) 
 

b. Technical Improvement 
 Technical Improvement is exogenous. 
 

c. Elasticity to Energy price 
 Technical Improvement is exogenous. 
 

d. Energy intensity to GDP 
Energy intensity to GDP = Energy demand in Commercial & Services / Real GDP 

 

e. Energy demand before Energy saving 
. Energy demand before Energy saving  

= f (Energy demand before Energy saving (1) 
*(1+2*GR of Commercial & Services GDP) 

 

f. Energy demand after energy saving 
Energy demand after energy saving =Energy demand before Energy saving  

* Energy conservation rate  

g. Electricity ratio 
  Electricity ratio is exogenous. 
 

h. Power demand（ｋTOE） 
 Power demand (kTOE)= Energy demand after energy saving * Power ratio. 
 

i. Power demand（GWh） 
 Power demand with (GWh) = Energy demand f(kTOE) * 0.086.  
 

j. Fossil energy demand  
Coal demand =  Total fossil energy demand * Coal demand share 
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LPG demand=  Total fossil energy demand * LPG demand share 
Gasoline demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Gasoline demand share 
Jet-fuel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Jet-fuel demand share 
Kerosene demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Kerosene demand share 
Diesel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Diesel demand share 
Fuel oil demand=  Total fossil energy demand *Fuel oil demand share 
Natural gas demand =Total fossil energy demand * Natural gas demand share 
Renewable energy demand Total fossil energy demand * Renewable energy demand share 
Total fossil energy demand = Energy demand in Commercial & Service – Power demand  

 

k. Fossil energy demand ratio 
Coal demand ratio is exogenous. 
LPG demand ratio is exogenous.  
Gasoline demand ratio is exogenous.  
Jet-fuel d demand ratio is exogenous  
Kerosene demand ratio is exogenous 
Diesel demand ratio is exogenous.  
Fuel oil demand ratio is exogenous.  
Natural gas demand ratio is exogenous. 
Renewable energy= demand ratio is exogenous. 
 

(8) Power demand forecasting in Residential sector 
 

Table 2-4-10 Power demand forecasting in Residential sector in Model sheet 
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a. Energy conservation rate  
Energy conservation rate  
   GR of fuel oil price >0  

= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 
*(1+ Elasticity of energy price * GR of fuel oil price) 

   GR of fuel oil price < 0  
= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 

*(1+ Elasticity of energy price /2 * GR of fuel oil price) 
 

b. Technical Improvement 
 Technical Improvement is exogenous. 
 

c. Elasticity to Energy price 
 Technical Improvement is exogenous. 
 

d. Energy intensity to GDP 
Energy intensity to GDP = Energy demand in Residential / Real GDP 

 

e. Energy demand before Energy saving 
. Energy demand before Energy saving = f (Real GDP) 
 

f. Energy demand after energy saving 
Energy demand after energy saving =Energy demand before Energy saving  

* Energy conservation rate  

g. Electricity ratio 
  Electricity ratio is exogenous. 
 

h. Power demand（ｋTOE） 
 Power demand (kTOE)= Energy demand after energy saving * Power ratio. 
 

i. Power demand（GWh） 
 Power demand with (GWh) = Energy demand f(kTOE) * 0.086.   
 

j. Fossil energy demand  
Coal demand =  Total fossil energy demand * Coal demand share 
LPG demand=  Total fossil energy demand * LPG demand share 
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Gasoline demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Gasoline demand share 
Jet-fuel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Jet-fuel demand share 
Kerosene demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Kerosene demand share 
Diesel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Diesel demand share 
Fuel oil demand=  Total fossil energy demand *Fuel oil demand share 
Natural gas demand =Total fossil energy demand * Natural gas demand share 
Renewable energy demand=Total fossil energy demand * Renewable energy demand share 
Total fossil energy demand = Energy demand in Residential – Power demand  

 

k. Fossil energy demand ratio 
Coal demand ratio is exogenous. 
LPG demand ratio is exogenous.  
Gasoline demand ratio is exogenous.  
Jet-fuel d demand ratio is exogenous  
Kerosene demand ratio is exogenous 
Diesel demand ratio is exogenous.  
Fuel oil demand ratio is exogenous.  
Natural gas demand ratio is exogenous. 
Renewable energy demand ratio is exogenous. 

 
(9) Power demand forecasting in Other sector 
 

Table 2-4-11 Power demand forecasting in Other sector in Model sheet  
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a. Energy conservation rate  
Energy conservation rate  
   GR of fuel oil price >0  

= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 
*(1+ Elasticity of energy price * GR of fuel oil price) 

   GR of fuel oil price < 0  
= Energy conservation rate (1)*(1+Technical improvement) 

*(1+ Elasticity of energy price /2 * GR of fuel oil price) 
 

b. Technical Improvement 
 Technical improvement is exogenous. 
 

c. Elasticity to Energy price 
 Technical Improvement is exogenous. 
 

d. Energy intensity to GDP 
Energy intensity to GDP = Energy demand in Other / Real GDP 

 

e. Energy demand before Energy saving 
. Energy demand before Energy saving = f (Real GDP) 
 

f. Energy demand after energy saving 
Energy demand after energy saving =Energy demand before Energy saving  

* Energy conservation rate  

g. Electricity ratio 
  Electricity ratio is exogenous. 
 

h. Power demand（ｋTOE） 
 Power demand (kTOE)= Energy demand after energy saving * Power ratio. 
 

i. Power demand（GWh） 
 Power demand with (GWh) = Energy demand f(kTOE) * 0.086.  
 

j. Fossil energy demand  
Coal demand =  Total fossil energy demand * Coal demand share 
LPG demand=  Total fossil energy demand * LPG demand share 
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Gasoline demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Gasoline demand share 
Jet-fuel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Jet-fuel demand share 
Kerosene demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Kerosene demand share 
Diesel demand=  Total fossil energy demand * Diesel demand share 
Fuel oil demand=  Total fossil energy demand *Fuel oil demand share 
Natural gas demand =Total fossil energy demand * Natural gas demand share 
Renewable energy demand Total fossil energy demand * Renewable energy demand share 
Total fossil energy demand = Energy demand in Other – Power demand  

 

k. Fossil energy demand ratio 
Coal demand ratio is exogenous. 
LPG demand ratio is exogenous.  
Gasoline demand ratio is exogenous.  
Jet-fuel d demand ratio is exogenous  
Kerosene demand ratio is exogenous 
Diesel demand ratio is exogenous.  
Fuel oil demand ratio is exogenous.  
Natural gas demand ratio is exogenous. 
Renewable energy demand ratio is exogenous. 

 
(10) Power supply forecasting 
 
a. Power demand in final use 
The power demands by sector are already forecasted in power demand forecasting blocks. For 
making the total power demand in a country, the power demand of all sectors such as Agriculture 
&Forestry &Fishery, Industry, Transportation, Commercials &Banking &Services, Residential 
and other sector are summed up. This is power demand in final use. 
 

b. Energy Demand 
The energy demands by sector are already forecasted in power demand forecasting blocks. For 
making the total energy demand in a country, the energy demand of all sectors are summed up by 
energy. The energies are Coal, LPG, Gasoline, Jet-fuel, Kerosene , Diesel, Fuel oil, Natural gas, 
and Renewable energy. 
 

c. Power distribution loss & Own use in Power sector 
Power distribution loss (%) is exogenous. 
Power distribution loss (GWh) = f(Power demand* Power distribution loss (%) ) 
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Own use in Power sector(GWh) =f(Power demand) 
Power distribution loss (KTOE)= Power distribution loss (GWh) * 0.086 
Own use in Power sector(KTOE)= Own use in Power sector(GWh) * 0.086 

 
Table 2-4-12 Power distribution loss & Own use in Power sector in Model sheet  
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d. Power supply  
Hydro Power generation is exogenous. 
Fossil Power generation =Total power generation – Hydro Power generation  

- Power foreign trade - Renewable energy power – Nuclear power 
Foreign trade power is exogenous balance 
Renewable energy power is exogenous 
Nuclear power is exogenous 
Total power generation = Power demand + Power distribution loss (GWh)  

+ Own use in Power sector(GWh) 
 

e. Thermal power generation by generator 
Power from Thermal(Coal) = Fossil power generation * Coal fired power generation share 
Power from Thermal(FO)= Fossil power generation * Fuel oil fired power generation share 
Power from Gas-turbine(FO) = Fossil power generation * Fuel oil gas-turbine generation share 
Power from Gas-turbine(GAS) =Fossil power generation * Gas-turbine generation share 
Power from Gas steam=Fossil power generation * Gas-steam generation share 
Power from Diesel=Fossil power generation * Diesel generation share 
 

f. Power resources 
Coal consumption for Thermal = Power from Thermal(Coal) / Coal to Power efficiency  

*5600 / 1000 
FO consumption for Thermal= Power from Thermal(FO) / FO to Power efficiency 
                                                  *9910 / 10000 
FO consumption for Gas-turbine = Power from Gas-turbine(FO) / FO to Power efficiency 
                                                  *9910 / 10000 
NG & AG consumption for Turbine =Power from Gas-turbine(GAS) / Gas to Power efficiency 
                                                  *9000/10000 
NG & AG consumption for Gas steam = Power from Gas steam/ Gas to Power efficiency 
                                                  *9000/10000 
Diesel consumption for Diesel engine =Power from Diesel / Diesel to Power efficiency 
                                                    10150/10000 

g. Shares of Thermal power generation by generator  
Share of Thermal(Coal) power is exogenous from power sheet.  
Share of Thermal(FO) power is exogenous from power sheet. 
Share of Gas-turbine(FO) is exogenous from power sheet. 
Share of Gas-turbine(GAS) ) power is exogenous from power sheet. 
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Share of Gas steam power is exogenous from power sheet. 
Share of Diesel power is exogenous from power sheet. 
 

h. Evaluation factors 
Energy demand per capita = Energy demand / Population 
Energy demand per uGDP = Energy demand / US$ GDP  
Power demand per capita = Power demand / Population 
Power demand per uGDP = Power demand / US$ GDP  
 

i. Load factor and Peak demand(P-max) 
Load factor is exogenous.  
Peak demand = Power demand*1000 /(Load facto/100)/(365*24)  
 

(11) Energy balance 
  Regarding Coal, LPG, Gasoline, Jet-fuel, Kerosene, Diesel, Fuel oil, Natural gas and 
Renewable, energy final demand, consumption in Power sector and domestic demand are 
calculated. 

Table 2-4-13 Energy balance in Model sheet  
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Coal total demand 

Final demand= Coal final demand in Agriculture  
+ Coal final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Coal final demand in Transportation  
+ Coal final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Coal final demand in Residential  
  + + Coal final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= Coal consumption in power sector 
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
LPG total demand 

Final demand= LPG final demand in Agriculture  
+ LPG final demand in Manufacturing  

+ LPG final demand in Transportation  
+ LPG final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ LPG final demand in Residential  
   + LPG final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= 0 
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
Gasoline total demand 

Final demand= Gasoline final demand in Agriculture  
+ Gasoline final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Gasoline final demand in Transportation  
+ Gasoline final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Gasoline final demand in Residential  
   + Gasoline final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= 0 
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
Jet-fuel total demand 

Final demand= Jet-fuel final demand in Agriculture  
+ Jet-fuel final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Jet-fuel final demand in Transportation  
+ Jet-fuel final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Jet-fuel final demand in Residential  
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   + Jet-fuel final demand in Other 
Consumption in Power sector= 0 
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
Kerosene total demand 

Final demand= Kerosene final demand in Agriculture  
+ Kerosene final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Kerosene final demand in Transportation  
+ Kerosene final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Kerosene final demand in Residential  
   + Kerosene final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= 0 
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
 
Diesel total demand 

Final demand= Diesel final demand in Agriculture  
+ Diesel final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Diesel final demand in Transportation  
+ Diesel final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Diesel final demand in Residential  
   + Diesel final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= Diesel consumption in power sector  
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
Fuel oil total demand 

Final demand= Fuel oil final demand in Agriculture  
+ Fuel oil final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Fuel oil final demand in Transportation  
+ Fuel oil final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Fuel oil final demand in Residential  
   + Fuel oil final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= Fuel oil consumption in power sector  
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 

 
Natural gas total demand 

Final demand= Natural gas final demand in Agriculture  
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+ Natural gas final demand in Manufacturing  
+ Natural gas final demand in Transportation  

+ Natural gas final demand in Commercial & Services  
+ Natural gas final demand in Residential  
   + Natural gas final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= National gas consumption in power sector  
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 
 
Renewable energy total demand 

Final demand= Renewable energy final demand in Agriculture  
+ Renewable energy final demand in Manufacturing  

+ Renewable energy final demand in Transportation  
+ Renewable energy final demand in Commercial & Services  

+ Renewable energy final demand in Residential  
   + Renewable energy final demand in Other 

Consumption in Power sector= Renewable energy consumption in power sector  
Domestic total= Final demand + Consumption in Power sector 
 
Energy Demand  

Final demand= Coal final demand + LPG final demand  
+ Gasoline final demand + Jet-fuel final demand 

+ Kerosene final demand + Diesel final demand 
+ Fuel oil final demand + NG & AG final demand 

+ Renewable & Other Energy final demand 
 

Final demand= Coal final demand + LPG final demand  
+ Gasoline final demand + Jet-fuel final demand 

+ Kerosene final demand + Diesel final demand 
+ Fuel oil final demand + NG & AG final demand 

Energy consumption in Power sector = Total energy demand in power sector  
Domestic total= Final demand + Energy consumption in Power sector 
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(12) Power demand forecast in North region 
The future power demand in whole country is shared to North, Center and South regions by 
regional GDP. The regional GDP and sectoral GDP are exogenous. Sector nominal GDP are 
calculated by the variables of the sector real GDP and GDP deflator. 
 

Table 2-4-14 Power demand forecast in North region in Model sheet 

 

a. Census 
  Population in North region  

= Population in North region(1)*(1+ GR of the population in North region) 
GR of the population in North region is exogenous. 

 
b. NGDP nominal 
 Nominal Industrial GDP in North = Real Industrial GDP in North * GDP deflator  
 Nominal Commercial GDP in North =Nominal Commercial GDP in North* GDP deflator 
 Nominal Agricultural GDP in North =Nominal Agricultural GDP in North* GDP deflator 
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 North GDP = Nominal Industrial GDP +Nominal Commercial GDP  
+Nominal Agricultural GDP 

Share of Nominal Industrial GDP in North  
= Nominal Industrial GDP in North / (Nominal Industrial GDP in North  

+ Nominal Industrial GDP in Center + Nominal Industrial GDP in South ) 
Share of Nominal Commercial GDP in North  

=  Nominal Commercial GDP in North / (Nominal Commercial GDP in North  
+ Nominal Commercial GDP in Center + Nominal Commercial GDP in South  

 Share of Nominal Agricultural GDP in North  
=  Nominal Agricultural GDP in North / (Nominal Agricultural GDP in North  

+ Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center + Nominal Agricultural GDP in South) 

 
c. RGDP 1994 price 
Real GDP in North = Real Industrial GDP in North + Real Commercial GDP in North 

+ Real Agricultural GDP in North 
Real Industrial GDP in North 

= Real Industrial GDP in North(1)*(1+GR of Real Industrial GDP in North) 
Real Commercial GDP in North 

= Real Commercial GDP in North(1)*(1+GR of Real Commercial GDP in North) 
Real Agricultural GDP in North 

= Real Agricultural GDP in North(1)*(1+GR of Real Agricultural GDP in North) 
 
G.R. of Real GDP in North is exogenous. 
G.R. of Real Industrial GDP in North is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Commercial GDP in North is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Agricultural GDP in North is exogenous 
 
Industrial elasticity to Real GDP in North is exogenous 
Commercial elasticity to Real GDP in North is exogenous 
Agricultural elasticity to Real GDP in North is exogenous 
 

d. Power demand in final use 
Total power demand in North= Agriculture Power demand in North  

+Industry & Construction Power demand in North 
+ Commercials & Services Power demand in North              

+ Office & Residential Power demand in North 
Agriculture Power demand in North  
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= Agriculture Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Agricultural GDP in North 
Industry & Construction Power demand in North  

= Industrial Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Industrial GDP in North 
Commercials & Services Power demand in North              

= Commercial Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Commercial GDP in North 
Office & Residential Power demand in North  

= Office & Residential Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in North 
Other sector Power demand in North  

= Other sector Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in North 

 
e. Power demand in final use Adjusted 
 
Total Power demand in North = Agricultural Power demand in North  

+ Industrial Power demand in North 
+ Commercial Power demand in North 

+ Residential Power demand sector in North 
+ Other sector Power demand in North 

 
Agricultural Power demand in North  
   = Agricultural Power demand in North / Agricultural Power demand in regional total 
                    * Agricultural Power demand in whole country 
 
Industrial Power demand in North  
   = Industrial Power demand in North / Industrial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Industrial Power demand in whole country 
 
Commercial Power demand in North  
   = Commercial Power demand in North / Commercial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Commercial Power demand in whole country 
 
Residential Power demand sector in North  
   = Residential Power demand in North / residential Power demand in regional total 
                    * Residential Power demand in whole country 
 
Other Power demand in North  
   = Other sector Power demand North / Other sector Power demand in regional total 
                    * Other sector power demand in whole country 
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(13) Power demand forecast in Center region 
 

Table 2-4-15 Power demand forecast in Center region in Model sheet 

 

a. Census 
  Population in Center region  

= Population in Center region(1)*(1+ GR of the population in Center region) 
GR of the population in Center region is exogenous. 

 
b. NGDP nominal 
 Nominal Industrial GDP in Center = Real Industrial GDP in Center * GDP Deflator  
 Nominal Commercial GDP in Center =Nominal Commercial GDP in Center* GDP Deflator 
 Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center =Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center* GDP Deflator 
 Center GDP = Nominal Industrial GDP +Nominal Commercial GDP  

+Nominal Agricultural GDP 
Share of Nominal Industrial GDP in Center  

= Nominal Industrial GDP in Center / (Nominal Industrial GDP in North  
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+ Nominal Industrial GDP in Center + Nominal Industrial GDP in South ) 
Share of Nominal Commercial GDP in Center  

=  Nominal Commercial GDP in Center / (Nominal Commercial GDP in North  
+ Nominal Commercial GDP in Center + Nominal Commercial GDP in South  

 Share of Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center  
=  Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center / (Nominal Agricultural GDP in North  

+ Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center + Nominal Agricultural GDP in South) 

 
c. RGDP 1994 price 
Real GDP in Center = Real Industrial GDP in Center +Real Commercial GDP in Center  

+ Real Agricultural GDP in Center 
Real Industrial GDP in Center  

= Real Industrial GDP in Center (1)*(1+GR of Real Industrial GDP in Center) 
Real Commercial GDP in Center  

= Real Commercial GDP in Center(1)*(1+GR of Real Commercial GDP in Center) 
Real Agricultural GDP in Center 

= Real Agricultural GDP in Center(1)*(1+GR of Real Agricultural GDP in Center) 
 
G.R. of Real GDP in Center is exogenous. 
G.R. of Real Industrial GDP in Center is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Commercial GDP in Center is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Agricultural GDP in Center is exogenous 
 
Industrial elasticity to Real GDP in Center is exogenous. 
Commercial elasticity to Real GDP in Center is exogenous. 
Agricultural elasticity to Real GDP in Center is exogenous 
 

d. Power demand in final use 
 Nominal total = Agriculture Power demand in Center  

+Industry & Construction Power demand in Center 
+ Commercials & Services Power demand in Center              

+ Office & Residential Power demand in Center 
Agriculture Power demand in Center  

= Agriculture Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center 
Industry & Construction Power demand in Center  

= Industrial Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Industrial GDP in Center 
Commercials & Services Power demand in Center              
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= Commercial Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal Commercial GDP in Center 
Office & Residential Power demand in Center  

= Office & Residential Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in Center 
Other sector Power demand in Center  

= Other sector Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in Center 

 
e. Power demand in final use Adjusted 
 
Power demand in Center = Agricultural Power demand in Center  

+ Industrial Power demand in Center 
+ Commercial Power demand in Center 

+ Residential Power demand sector in Center 
+ Other sector Power demand in Center 

 
Agricultural Power demand in Center  
   = Agricultural Power demand in Center / Agricultural Power demand in regional total 
                    * Agricultural Power demand in whole country 
 
Industrial Power demand in Center  
   = Industrial Power demand in Center / Industrial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Industrial Power demand in sector forecasting 
 
Commercial Power demand in Center  
   = Commercial Power demand in Center / Commercial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Commercial Power demand in whole country 
 
Residential Power demand sector in Center  
   = Residential Power demand in Center / residential Power demand in regional total 
                    * Residential Power demand in whole country 
 
Other Power demand in Center  
   = Other sector Power demand Center / Other sector Power demand in regional total 
                    * Other sector power demand in whole country 
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(14) Power demand forecast in South region 
 

Table 2-4-16 Power demand forecast in South region in Model sheet  

 

a. Census 
  Population in South region  

= Population in South region(1)*(1+ GR of the population in South region) 
GR of the population in South region is exogenous. 

 
b. NGDP nominal 
 Nominal Industrial GDP in South = Real Industrial GDP in South * GDP Deflator  
 Nominal Commercial GDP in South =Nominal Commercial GDP in South* GDP Deflator 
 Nominal Agricultural GDP in South =Nominal Agricultural GDP in South* GDP Deflator 
 South GDP = Nominal Industrial GDP +Nominal Commercial GDP  

+Nominal Agricultural GDP 
Share of Nominal Industrial GDP in South  
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= Nominal Industrial GDP in South / (Nominal Industrial GDP in North  
+ N-Industrial GDP in Center + Nominal Industrial GDP in South ) 

Share of Nominal Commercial GDP in South  
=  Nominal Commercial GDP in South / (Nominal Commercial GDP in North  

+ Nominal Commercial GDP in Center + Nominal Commercial GDP in South  
 Share of Nominal Agricultural GDP in South  

=  Nominal Agricultural GDP in South / (Nominal Agricultural GDP in North  
+ Nominal Agricultural GDP in Center + Nominal Agricultural GDP in South) 

 
c. RGDP 1994 price 
Real GDP in South = Real Industrial GDP in South+ Real Commercial GDP in South  

+ Real Agricultural GDP in South 
Real Industrial GDP in South  

= Real Industrial GDP in South (1)*(1+GR of Real Industrial GDP in South) 
Real Commercial GDP in South  

= Real Commercial GDP in South(1)*(1+GR of Real Commercial GDP in South) 
Real Agricultural GDP in South 

= Real Agricultural GDP in South(1)*(1+GR of Real Agricultural GDP in South) 
 
G.R. of Real GDP in South is exogenous. 
G.R. of Real Industrial GDP in South is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Commercial GDP in South is exogenous 
G.R. of Real Agricultural GDP in South is exogenous 
 
Industrial elasticity to Real GDP in South is exogenous.  
Commercial elasticity to Real GDP in South is exogenous. 
Agricultural elasticity to Real GDP in South is exogenous. 
 

d. Power demand in final use 
 N-total = Agriculture Power demand in South  

+Industry & Construction Power demand in South 
+ Commercials & Services Power demand in South              

+ Office & Residential Power demand in South 
Agriculture Power demand in South  

= Agriculture Power demand in Whole * Share of N-Agricultural GDP in South 
Industry & Construction Power demand in South  

= Industrial Power demand in Whole * Share of N-Industrial GDP in South 
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Commercials & Services Power demand in South              
= Commercial Power demand in Whole * Share of N-Commercial GDP in South 

Office & Residential Power demand in South  
= Office & Residential Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in South 

Other sector Power demand in South  
= Other sector Power demand in Whole * Share of Nominal GDP in South 

 
e. Power demand in final use Adjusted 
 
Power demand in South = Agricultural Power demand in South  

+ Industrial Power demand in South 
+ Commercial Power demand in South 

+ Residential Power demand sector in South 
+ Other sector Power demand in South 

 
Agricultural Power demand in South  
   = Agricultural Power demand in South / Agricultural Power demand in regional total 
                    * Agricultural Power demand in whole country 
 
Industrial Power demand in South  
   = Industrial Power demand in South / Industrial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Industrial Power demand in whole country 
 
Commercial Power demand in South  
   = Commercial Power demand in South / Commercial Power demand in regional total 
                    * Commercial Power demand in whole country 
 
Residential Power demand sector in South  
   = Residential Power demand in South / residential Power demand in regional total 
                    * Residential Power demand in whole country 
 
Other Power demand in South  
   = Other sector Power demand South / Other sector Power demand in regional total 
                    * Other sector power demand in whole country 
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